Saint Guillotine
By

Alex

Listen! The rumbling of the sin carrier enclosing despicable lives in its splintered arms as its

despondent wheels roll down the rutted cobbled street. Hear the wails of terror of the condemned
unfortunate aristocrats, once living their lives in harmony and privilege, now see them quivering
against the sides of their carriage to hell. Dirty, torn clothes, once a peacock's finery and now rags of
shame and despair. I feel no mercy, my rage fills me like a cavern of fire as I look down at the mud
covered feet and rough working clothes around me. I hear the Sans Culottes name with pride. I have
seen hardship which has torn at lives like a misanthropic monster consuming pieces of humanity
until no kindness is left. I am sharp as a razor. Shining with a single minded purpose. I must be fed.
It comes nearer carrying its doom-laden lives, prayers falling like the teardrops from forsaken eyes
onto the sneering crowd. A cackle rises above the baying people looking for its huddled victims, who
wish their lives back once more in their grasp. Each person must ascend these last wooden steps to
the platform alone and, in their own way, pave their path to judgement. I have seen pride on faces,
badges of defiance, as well as souls suffocated in terror trembling as they watch their lives fly away
from them. I have even seen theatrical displays, begging for laughs before descending to hell.
Always present, the faithful witches cackling at misfortune and looking for more. Hellish creatures,
knitting and watching, using yarn to weave victims' last moments into scarves of misery and horror.
Feeling vengeful and justified, jubilant in their pride at finally being first in a crowd and seeing their

lords and ladies brought low.
I must be used. I am sharp and dangerous and should be handled with care. One man understands

me and looks after me with admiration. I am feared outside my own land. The sun's light bounces off
me and a shadow of death falls before me. Who am l? Saint Guillotine!
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